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Abstract
The commercial proliferation of cellular voice and limited data 
service has created a great demand for mobile communications 
and computing. Current voice fax, email and paging services will 
give way to data transfer, video conferencing image transfer and 
video delivery. Achieving such an advanced level of tether less 
mobile multimedia service requires the development of wireless 
network that can provide not only the integrated services, but 
which can also provide dynamic relocation of mobile terminals. 
As a result, next generation mobile communication systems are 
currently been researched worldwide.
Global roaming is a basic service of the future mobile network, 
where terminal mobility personal mobility and service provider 
portability must be supported. The concepts enabling us to provide 
universal personal communication include terminal mobility 
provided by wireless access, personal mobility based on personal 
numbers and service portability though use of intelligent network 
(IN) capabilities.
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I. Introduction
Location management is one of the most important functions to 
support global roaming. Location management procedures involve 
numerous operations in various databases. These databases record 
the relevant information of a mobile user, trace the user’s location 
by updating the relevant database entries, and map the user’s PTN 
to its current location.
Location management is a two stage process that enables the 
network to discover the current attachment point of the mobile 
users for call delivery. The first stage is location registration (or 
location update). In this stage the mobile terminal periodically 
notifies the network of its new access point, allowing the network 
to authenticate the user and revise the user’s location profile. 
The second stage is call delivery. Here the network is queried 
for the user location profile and current position of the mobile 
host is found. 

A. Need for Location Independent Personal Telecommuni-
cation Number
The next generation wireless networks will begin to implement 
terminal mobility personal mobility and service provider portability. 
Terminal mobility refers to the ability of the network to route calls 
to the mobile terminal regardless of its point of attachment to 
the network, while personal mobility is the ability of the user to 
access their personal services independent of their attachment 
point or terminal. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) 
specifications call for a universal personal telecommunication 
number (UPTN) that will distinguish the user from the terminal 
itself. Service provider portability allows the user and / or the 
mobile terminal to move beyond regional mobile networks. The 
user will be able to receive their personalized end –to- end services 
regardless of their current network- within the limits of the visited 

network’s service offerings. 
The next generation mobile network will be an integrated global 
system that provides heterogeneous services across network 
provides, network backbones and geographical regions. Global 
roaming is a basic service of the future mobile networks, where 
terminal mobility personal mobility and service provider portability 
must be supported. A non-geographic Personal Telecommunication 
Number (PTN) for each mobile user is desirable to implement 
these types of mobile freedom. With location-independent PTN’s 
users can access their personalized services regardless of terminal 
or attachment point to the network; they can move into different 
service provider’s network and continue to receive subscribed 
services without changing their PTNs. Another advantage of the 
flat PTN scheme is that it is much more efficient in terms of 
capacity than the location-dependent numbering scheme where 
the capacity of the Subscriber Number (SN) may be exhausted in 
a highly populated area. However, using the location-independent 
numbering plan may introduce large centralized databases into a 
mobile system. To make things worse, each call may require an 
interrogation to the centralized databases, thus signaling traffic will 
grow considerably and call setup time may increase dramatically. 
The large centralized databases may become the bottleneck of the 
global mobile system, thus necessitating research into the design 
and performance of high-throughput database technologies as 
used in mobile networks to meet future demands.

B. Location Management Operation
A non-geographic personal Telecommunication number for 
each mobile user is desirable to implement these types of mobile 
freedom. With location independent PTN’s, users can access their 
personalized services regardless of terminal or attachment point 
to the network. They can move into different service provides 
network and continue to receive subscribed services without 
changing their PTN’s. However using the location independent 
numbering plan may introduce large centralized databases, thus 
signaling traffic will grow considerably and call setup time may 
increase dramatically.  The large centralized database may become 
the bottleneck of the global mobile system, thus necessitating 
research into the design and performance of high throughput 
database technologies as used in mobile network to meet future 
demands.
Distributed multi tree database architecture has been proposed 
for location management in global mobile system. Where the 
location independent PTN’s are employed to support seamless 
global roaming 

C. Advantages of Distributed Databases
Distributed database management has been proposed for 
various reasons ranging from organizational decentralization 
and economical processing to greater autonomy.  Some of these 
advantages are highlighted here.
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1. Management of Distributed Data
This can be accomplished with different levels of transparency.

2. Increased Reliability and availability:
These are two of the most common potential advantages cited 
for distributed databases. Reliability is broadly defined as the 
probability that the system is running (not down) at a certain time 
point, where as availability is the probability that the system is 
continuously available during a time interval.

3. Improved Performance
A distributed DBMS fragments the database by keeping the data 
closer to where it is needed most. Data localization reduces the 
contention for CPU to I/O services and simultaneously reduces 
access delay involved in wide area networks.

4. Easier Expansion
In a distributed environment, expansion of the system in terms 
of adding more data, increasing database sizes, or adding more 
processors is much easier.

II. Proposed Database System
The proposed database system is a multi tree structure, consisting 
of a number of distributed Database Subsystems (DSs), each of 
which is a three-level tree structure more than three levels may 
be adopted in a DS. However among more levels will introduce 
longer delays in location registration and call delivery.  These DSs 
communicate with each other only through their root databases, 
DBOs, which are connected to the others by the public switched 
telephone networks.  The proposed database architecture is 
motivated by the following.

A location-independent PTN provides a basis for global • 
roaming in the next generation mobile networks where 
terminal mobility, personal mobility, and service provider 
portability will be implemented. 
The multitree database architecture is much more robust • 
than the one-root hierarchical architecture. In the proposed 
architecture, an MT’s profile is stored in one of the root 
database according to its current location. 
The multitree database architecture is scalable, which is • 
crucial to support continuously increasing number of mobile 
subscribers in future mobile networks. When the capacity of 
a root database is saturated, a new DS is readily added. More 
importantly, the end-to-end delay in location registration and 
call delivery will not increase due to such an expansion in 
the mobile network. 
The proposed multitree database system is easy to expand • 
and maintain in the multi operator environment of a global 
mobile system. With the multitree architecture, each service 
provider can have its own DSs and it is straightforward for 
a service provider to expand its service coverage by adding 
new DSs. 

The proposed database architecture for location tracking is 
a multitree structure, where eacg subsystem is a three-level 
architecture referred to as a Database Subsystem (DS). Various 
DSs may represent networks operated possibly by different service 
providers. All these DSs are interconnected together via a fixed 
network, such as PSTN or ATM network, and communicate with 
each other only through their root databases. This architecture 
can support a multioperator environment, which is an expected 
in future mobile network. In each DS, databases DBO and DB2 
may correspond to the HLR and the VLR in the two-level database 

system, respectively. Each DB2 may control an RA where a user 
can roam freely without triggering registrations. Each DB2 is 
collocated with an MSC, which performs call processing on 
origination or termination calls. A number of DB2s are grouped 
into one DBI and several DB1s are connected to a single DB0. 
Each DB1 and DB0 also needs a switch, called the STP that 
provides routing functionality for message exchange between 
various location databases. The DB0 maintains the service profile 
for each user currently residing in its service area, and maintains 
an entry for each user in the global mobile system. The entry 
contains either a pointer to another DB0 where the user is residing 
or a pointer to the user record that contains a pointer to the DB1 
with which the user is currently associated. 

A. Multitree Database Architecture
A database usually consists of two parts: an index file and a data 
file. The index file contains an access structure called index, which 
provides search paths for locating the records in the data file. 
The index determines the database access time, thereby being the 
critical component for improving database throughput. Efficient 
indices should be based on application characteristics such as the 
types of storage devices available, the affordable storage capacity, 
the types of queries required, the available keys, etc. There are 
two classes of indices, that is
The disk-oriented index, the disk – oriented indices are designed 
primarily to minimize the number of disk block accesses and to 
minimize disk space; the memory-resident indices aim to reduce 
computation time while using as little memory as possible. 
The memory-resident indices, for real-time applications, the 
memory-resident indices are preferred due to their much faster 
access times than the disk-resident indices.
The indices can also be classified into the following two 
categories:

The order-preserving indices• 
The randomizing indices• 

The primary order- preserving indices include arrays, B-trees, 
AVL-trees, T-trees and direct files. The randomizing indices 
include various hashing indices. Essentially, the direct file is a 
special form of hashing indices. We can call the direct file perfect 
hashing due to its collision-free property and use it in the DB0s 
due to its fast response time and easy implementation. 
The order-preserving indices-array, B-tree, AVL-tree, and T-tree 
provides the best overall performance for a mix of searches, inserts, 
and deletes at a relatively low storage cost. Inserts and deletes 
incurred by location update as well as searches required y call 
delivery in the DBI and the DB2 make the T-tree suitable for 
these databases. The memory-resident direct file can be used as 
the index for large databases such as DB0, etc., due to its much 
faster speed than the other order-preserving indices.

1. T-Tree
The T-Tree, which evolved from the AVL-tree and the B-tree, is a 
binary tree in which each node called T-node contains a number 
of data items, a parent pointer, a left-child pointer, a right-child 
pointer, and some other control information. The T-tree is fast since 
it retains the intrinsic binary search nature of the AVL-tree. The 
T-tree holds only one data item in each node, the T-tree contains 
a number of data items in each node similar to the B-tree, thus 
having good storage utilization. In a T-node, the data items are 
arranged in increasing order of their keys. To find a value in the 
T-tree, a search algorithm for the T-tree is needed. 
One efficient search algorithm for T-tree can be described as 
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follows: Each search begins with the root node. If the search 
value is less than the minimum value of the node, then the left 
child node is searched. Otherwise, the current node is marked for 
future consideration and the search goes down the sub tree pointed 
to by the right child pointer. 
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Fig. 1: T-Node Architecture     
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Fig. 2: T-Tree Architecture

2. Direct File
In the direct file, there is a direct relationship between the record 
key and its storage location. The fastest searching method to access 
a direct file is direct addressing. The key value is used as a relative 

record number that can be translated into a hardware address by 
the system. When the direct file is memory resident, the hardware 
address is the memory address. When the number of possible key 
values is relatively close to the number of actual key values, direct 
addressing is very cost effected. To use the direct addressing the 
key values must be numeric, in ascending order, and the records 
must have fixed length. The location independent PTN numbering 
plan makes direct addressing quite suitable for large centralized 
databases in mobile networks.

B. Organization of Location Databases

1. Organization of DB0
The DB0 consist of an index file and data file.  With the location 
independent numbering plan being adopted, every subscriber in 
the whole mobile system has an entry in the index file. If the direct 
file is used, each index entry contains only a pointer. When a user 
is residing in the current database subsystem area, the pointer is 
pointing to the users service profile stored in the data file. The 
user service profile contains a pointer to the DB1 where the user is 
visiting. When the user is staying in another DS, the pointer in the 
user’s index entry points to the DB0 associated with that DS . All 
entries in the index file are allocated the same size of storage and 
stored in increasing order of the users PTN’s.  So that the direct 
addressing can be used to retrieve a record from the index file. 
Note that the PTN need not be stored in the index entry. On the 
other hand, the T-Tree or the B+ Tree needs to include the PTN in 
each index entry and store other index management information, 
thus requiring more memory capacity than the direct file. Note 
that the access time of the DB0 is independent of the database size 
when the direct file technique is employed. This scalability future 
is very useful for future mobility applications since the number 
of subscribers is expected to increase steadily.

2. Organization of DB1
Each DB1 consist only of one part: the index file, in which each 
user currently residing in the DB1 area has a data tem. Each data 
item in the index file consists of two fields: the user’s PTN and 
a pointer to the DB2 the user is currently visiting. No other user 
information is stored in DB1. Thus T-tree is preferable technique 
for index file of DB1.

3. Organization of DB2
Each of the database DB2’s consist of two parts: the index file 
and the data file. Each user currently residing in the DB2 area 
has an entry in the index. Each entry in the index consist of two 
fields: the user’s PTN and a pointer to the user record in the data 
file that stores the service profile for each user currently visiting 
this DB2 area. Thus T-tree is a preferable technique for index 
file of DB2.

C. Location registration and Call Delivery Procedures
Location tracking consist of two procedures: the location 
registration procedure and the call delivery procedure. Location 
registration is the procedure through which a user reports its 
location to the network whenever the user enters a new location. 
As an incoming call arrives, the call delivery procedure is invoked 
to deliver the call to the user.

1. Location Registration Procedure
The location update procedure in a global mobile system is 
described as follows: 
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When a user enters a registration area, a registration request • 
message is send to the associated DB2 which in turn sends a 
registration request message to the DB1 controlling this area. 
If the user has no entry in this DB1, go to step 3: otherwise, 
go to step2.
The fact that the user has an entry in this DB1 indicates that • 
the new DB2 is within the same DB1 area as the old DB2. 
The pointer to the new DB2 replaces the old one in the user’s 
entry in the DB1. No further query to the DB0 is needed. 
The DB1 sends a registration cancellation message to the 
old DB2, then  go to  step8. 
 The fact that the user has no entry in this DB1 indicates that • 
the user has moved to a new DB1 area. In the new DB1 an 
index entry is added to contain a pointer to the new DB2 of the 
user. An update request is also send to the associated DB0. 
The DB0 is checked to see if it contains the user’s service • 
profile. If no, this means that the user enters a new database 
sub system, then go to step5; otherwise, the DB0 updates 
the user’s service profile to point to the new DB1 and sends 
a registration cancellation message to the old DB1, then go 
to Step 7.
The new DB0 sends a query to the old DB0 to request the • 
user’s service profile.
The old DB0 sends the user’s service profile to the new • 
DB0.
The old DB1 deletes the user’s index entry, and sends a • 
registration cancellation message to the old DB2.
If the old DB2 is in the same DS as the new DB2, a copy of • 
the user’s service profile is sent to the new DB2. The user’s 
index entry as well as the user’s service profile is removed 
from the old DB2.
After receiving the user’s service profile, the new DB2 sets • 
up an index entry for the user and create the user’s service 
profile. The location registration procedure is completed.

When a user changes its DS, with the preceding location registration 
procedure, only the old DB0 points to the new DB0 directly. 
All other DB0s (except for the new DB0) still point to the old 
DB0.  A forwarding pointer chain corresponding to each of these 
DB0’s is generated, like in the general forwarding strategy. The 
length of these forwarding pointer chains will increase as the 
user continues to change its DS. As a result, the end-to end setup 
delay will increase for inter-DS calls. Compared to the single root 
structure, the proposed multitree structure achieves its robustness, 
scalability, maintainability etc., at the expense of the necessary 
of synchronizing the DB0s to contain the call setup delay as an 
MT changes its DS. 

2. Call Delivery Procedure
When an incoming call arrives, the call delivery procedure • 
for the calles can be performed in the following steps:
When a call is detected in the caller’s MSC, the caller’s DB2 • 
is checked to see if an index entry for the callee exists. If yes, 
go to step 5, and no further queries to the DB1 and the DB0 
are required. Otherwise, a query is sent to the associated 
DB1, then go to step 2.
The DB1 examines if the callee has an entry in its index • 
file. If yes go to step 4, and no further query to the DB0 is 
required. Otherwise, a query is sent to the associated DB0 
then go to step3.
The DB0 examines if the callee is associated with one of its • 
DB1s. if yes, the DB0 sends a routing address request message 
to the DB1, then go to step 4, otherwise go to step 7.

The DB1 determines the callee’s DB2 and sends a query to • 
the DB2 to request the routing address.
The DB2 searches for the callee. If the callee is found, a TLDN • 
is allocated to the callee and sent back to the calling MSC.
After receiving TLDN, the calling MSC sets up a connection • 
to the called MSC associated with the callee’s current DB2, 
then the call delivery process stops.
If the callee is residing in another DS, a query is sent to • 
the associated DB0. The searching process is repeated from 
step3.

It is worthwhile to point out that no Global Title Translation (GTT) 
is required in the location registration and call delivery procedures 
based on the proposed database architecture. This will simplify the 
deployment of the proposed strategy while reducing the overall 
system cost.

III. Results & Discussion
The following screenshots explain about the evaluation of the 
proposed database system.

 
Fig. 3: Start the Server 

 
Fig. 4: IP Address to Agent List
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Fig. 5: Dial the Mobile Number

  
Fig. 6: Get the Connected Message

The following screens show the evaluation of Location management 
and quality Assurance of the future trend of database system.

Fig 7: Sample Testing - I

Fig 8: Sample Testing - II

Fig. 9: Evaluation Graph

Fig. 10: Testing Background - I

A distributed multi tree database architecture has been proposed 
for location management in a global mobile system, where the 
location independent PTN’s are employed to support seamless 
global roaming. To support  the anticipated large number of 
mobile users in future mobile system, two efficient database 
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access structure- the memory resident direct file and the T-tree 
were proposed to achieve high database throughput, so that the 
end-to-end delays in location registration and call delivery can 
meet the delay requirements in mobile networks. 

IV. Conclusion
The memory resident direct file is implemented as the index of 
the DB0 since it is faster and smaller than T-tree. The T-tree is 
used as a index of both DB1 and DB2. because it provides a speed 
fast enough to meet the delay restrictions for call delivery and 
location registrations while consuming much less memory than the 
memory resident direct file. The proposed database architecture is 
scalable, robust, and efficient. Compared to the existing two level 
location database architecture, the proposed database architecture 
can support a much higher user density while reducing signaling 
load significantly.
 Compared to the one-root tree architecture, the proposed architecture 
provides better scalability and reliability while supporting a large 
user population at a lower signaling cost. Thus, the multitree 
architecture is more efficient than the one –root architecture for 
handling inter-DS movement. The proposed database access 
structures are also suitable for other large centralized databases 
in mobile networks, such as the authentication center and the 
equipment identity register. Testing carried out in distributed 
database architecture ensures that the quality is assured in the 
mobile networks. 
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